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Abstract Canonical El Niño has a warming center in the

eastern Pacific (EP), but in recent decades, El Niño

warming center tends to occur more frequently in the

central Pacific (CP). The definitions and names of this new

type of El Niño, however, have been notoriously diverse,

which makes it difficult to understand why the warming

center shifts. Here, we show that the new type of El Niño

events is characterized by: 1) the maximum warming

standing and persisting in the CP and 2) the warming

extending to the EP only briefly during its peak phase. For

this reason, we refer to it as standing CP warming (CPW).

Global warming has been blamed for the westward shift of

maximum warming as well as more frequent occurrence of

CPW. However, we find that since the late 1990s the

standing CPW becomes a dominant mode in the Pacific;

meanwhile, the epochal mean trade winds have strength-

ened and the equatorial thermocline slope has increased,

contrary to the global warming-induced weakening trades

and flattening thermocline. We propose that the recent

predominance of standing CPW arises from a dramatic

decadal change characterized by a grand La Niña-like

background pattern and strong divergence in the CP

atmospheric boundary layer. After the late 1990s, the

anomalous mean CP wind divergence tends to weaken

the anomalous convection and shift it westward from the

underlying SST warming due to the suppressed low-level

convergence feedback. This leads to a westward shift of

anomalous westerly response and thus a zonally in-phase

SST tendency, preventing eastward propagation of the SST

anomaly. We anticipate more CPW events will occur in the

coming decade provided the grand La Niña-like back-

ground state persists.

Keywords Central Pacific Warming � La Niña-like

mean state change � Convection � Low-level convergence

feedback

1 Introduction

El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) exerts far-reaching

effects on global climate. Investigation of ENSO property

change is of utmost importance to strategic planning of

agriculture, water supplies and ecosystems. In contrast to

the canonical El Niño in the eastern Pacific (EP Warming,

or EPW for short), recent studies found a new type of El

Niño with its maximum warming in the equatorial central

Pacific (CP) (Larkin and Harrison 2005; Ashok et al. 2007;

Kao and Yu 2009; Kug et al. 2009; Yeh et al. 2009). In

addition, the amplitude of this new type of El Niño has

increased in recent decades (Lee and McPhaden 2010). For

convenience, hereinafter we refer this new type of El Niño

as to CP warming (CPW).

Compared with the canonical EPW, the CPW exhibits

distinctly different impacts on worldwide climate. For

example, the CPW shifts the anomalous convection west-

ward and usually forms two anomalous Walker circulations

in the tropical Pacific (Ashok et al. 2007; Weng et al. 2007;

Weng et al. 2009). The westward displaced convection was

suggested to be more effective in causing Indian drought
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(Kumar et al. 2006). The CPW increases hurricane fre-

quency both in the Atlantic Ocean (Kim et al. 2009) and

western North Pacific (Chen and Tam 2010), and also shifts

tropical cyclone tracks in the western North Pacific (Hong

et al. 2011). The CPW is tightly linked to a decadal vari-

ation of the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation and the marine

ecosystems (Di Lorenzo et al. 2010). In recent decades, the

warming trend in the CP can also cause the west Antarctic

warming associated with the atmospheric Rossby waves

propagation (Ding et al. 2011). Therefore, exploring the

cause of this observed warming center shift is of great

importance to climate prediction and understanding future

changes in ENSO.

The fundamental cause of the more frequent and

intensified CPW in recent decades remains a matter of

debate. A recent study argued that the more frequent

occurrence of CPW could be a consequence of global

warming (Yeh et al. 2009). With anthropogenic forcing, the

Walker circulation and the associated trade winds tend to

be weakened so that the equatorial thermocline becomes

shoaled and flattened, serving to enhance the thermocline

feedback in the CP as well as more frequent occurrence of

CPW (Yeh et al. 2009). This explanation may be working

in the future warming environment, but does not seem to

explain what has happened in the past three decades.

McPhaden et al. (2011) pointed out that the background

mean state change in recent decades is opposite to that

expected from anthropogenic forcing, the former charac-

terized by enhanced trade winds and more tilted thermo-

cline. Meanwhile, global warming has leveled off after the

late 1990s (e.g., Solomon et al. 2010), whereas the CPW

has been increasing its frequency and intensity.

In this study, we offer a new mechanism by spotlighting

the importance of the mean state change in Pacific basin

characterized by a La Niña-like pattern. This paper is

organized as follows. Data, methodology and models are

introduced in Sect. 2. Section 3 investigates the observa-

tional El Niño property change after the late 1990s and the

contrasting features between the EPW and CPW. In Sect. 4,

we examine how the annual mean modulates the anoma-

lous convection as well as the El Niño behaviors. Finally,

in Sect. 5 we summarize the major findings in this study

and discuss the possible factors inducing this mean state

change.

2 Data, methodology and models

We use several monthly mean datasets, including wind data

from NCEP-DOE (National Centers for Environmental

Prediction–Department of Energy) AMIP-II Reanalysis

products (Kanamitsu et al. 2002), precipitation from GPCP

(Global Precipitation Climatology Project, v2.2) (Adler

et al. 2003), and SST from ERSST (NOAA Extended

Reconstructed SST, v3b) (Smith et al. 2008). We also use

an ocean reanalysis dataset GODAS (Global Ocean Data

Assimilation System) (Behringer and Xue 2004), forced

with NCEP-DEO AMIP-II surface wind stress. Due to data

availability, the study period is between 1980 and 2010. To

the first-order approximation, we interpret a rising sea

surface height (SSH) as a deepened thermocline. In this

paper, we separate the studied period into two epochs, i.e.,

1980–1998 and 1999–2010, and the anomalous fields are

calculated by subtracting the corresponding climatology in

each epoch to avoid the contamination of decadal change

signals. This is mainly due to the large mean state change

in the two epochs.

Two atmospheric models are used in this study. The first

is the atmospheric model component of the Zebiak-Cane

(ZC) coupled model (Zebiak and Cane 1987). In this

model, the atmospheric deep convective heating is asso-

ciated with two different processes, the climatological and

anomalous SST related heating (Qs) and the low-level

convergence related heating (Q1)

Qs ¼ ðaTÞ exp
T � 30 �C

16:7 �C

� �
ð1Þ

Q1 ¼ b ½Mð�cþ cÞ �Mð�cÞ� ð2Þ

where

M ðxÞ ¼ 0;X� 0

X;X [ 0

�
ð3Þ

where T; T are the climatological SST and SST anomaly

(SSTA), respectively. c; c are the climatological and

anomalous low-level convergence. a and b are coefficients

associated with these two different heatings. The implica-

tion for Q1 is that the low-level convergence feedback can

generate deep heating only when the sum of the climato-

logical and anomalous low-level winds is convergent.

More detailed can be found in Zebiak and Cane (1987).

The other atmospheric model we used is the ECHAM

(v4.6) model (Roeckner et al. 1996). Five experiments

(three control and two sensitivity experiments) are per-

formed and each has 12 ensembles (Table 1). The first one

(CTRL_ID1_old) uses the climatological SST forcing in

the first epoch (1980–1998). The second one (CTRL_ID1)

is the same as CTRL_ID1_old but with imposed low-level

(approximately from 850 to 1000 hPa) wind convergence.

The third one (CTRL_ID2) uses the climatological SST

forcing in the second epoch (1999–2010). Based on the last

two control runs (CTRL_ID1 and CTRL_ID2), we make

two sensitivity experiments with prescribed SST warming

in the CP (SEN_ID1 and SEN_ID2) to examine the dif-

ferent atmospheric responses particularly for the anoma-

lous precipitation and surface wind (Table 1).
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3 Observed change of El Niño property

after the late 1990s

A major problem about the new type of El Niño is that the

phenomenon has been described with enormous diversity,

which makes it difficult to study the mechanism leading to

the observed ENSO property change. Different terminolo-

gies have been used to describe this new type of El Niño,

such as ‘Dateline’ El Niño (Larkin and Harrison 2005), El

Niño Modoki (Ashok et al. 2007), CP El Niño (Yeh et al.

2009; Kao and Yu 2009), Warm Pool El Niño (Kug et al.

2009), and CPW (Kim et al. 2009). Meanwhile, the defi-

nitions of the new type of El Niño differ widely from each

other in previous studies. As a result, a total of 10 cases of

new type of El Niño have been identified in the past three

decades (Table 2). Among the 10 cases there are only 4

robust cases (1994, 2002, 2004, 2009) that are consistently

categorized as CPW for all these studies (Table 2), and the

other six are disputable cases (1986, 1987, 1990, 1991,

1992, 2001).

Actually these four robust CPW cases exhibit close

similarity in their evolution patterns and phase locking

(Fig. 1). In contrast, the disputable cases have very dif-

ferent features. For instance, several cases are not phase-

locked in boreal winter (1986, 1987, 1990, 1992, 2001);

Case 1991 has maximum warming in the CP during boreal

winter but the maximum SST warming is located in the EP

during its developing summer and decaying spring (Fig. 1).

We will discuss more about the characteristics of CPW

differing from EPW in Sect. 3.1.

Since three out of four robust CPW occur after the late

1990s, one would wonder whether the behavior of the

leading mode of SSTA has changed. Figure 2 shows that

the first leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) mode

of the tropical Pacific SSTA has indeed changed after the

late 1990s with its maximum center shifting to the CP

(around 150�W). It largely reflects the fact that, during the

latter epoch, three out of four cases are robust CPW cases

except one weak EPW event (2006). It is interesting to note

that the CPW in this study is different from the El Niño

Modoki (Ashok et al. 2007) to some extent since the EOF-2

mode does not change much during these two epochs (not

shown). Based on the EOF-2 mode, El Niño Modoki

emphasizes the SSTA gradient in the tropical Pacific which

exhibits an out-of-phase between the CP, and the WP and

EP (Ashok et al. 2007). However, some other studies

proposed some criteria to define this new type of El Niño

by comparing the relative intensity of SSTA in the CP and

EP during boreal winter (Yeh et al. 2009; Kug et al. 2009;

Kim et al. 2009; McPhaden et al. 2011). The El Niñoo

Modoki is not phased locked to boreal winter (Ashok et al.

2007), and seems to be a more broader definition which

includes more cases than others (Table 2).

3.1 Evolution and structure differences between EPW

and CPW

Before discussing the causes of the El Niño property

change, we need to first identify the major differences

between EPW and robust CPW by comparing their time

evolution patterns. Based on the fact that the EPW (CPW)

dominates over the first (second) epoch and the majority of

the robust CPW occur in the second epoch, we use the two

strong cases of 1982, 1997 as EPW and 2002, 2004, 2009

as robust CPW to make the composite analysis (Fig. 3).

Due to the relatively less events and short period of these

two epochs, one may wonder whether this epochal contrast

is meaningful. We will discuss this in Sect. 4.3.

For the EPW, deepened thermocline emerges in the

equatorial western Pacific (WP) as a precursor of the El

Niño, which then proceeds eastward steadily (Fig. 3b).

Once the thermocline anomaly reaches the CP, it

Table 1 List of three control experiments and two sensitivity

experiments by using the ECHAM atmospheric model

Experiments Description

CTRL_ID1_old Forced by climatological SST in the first epoch

1980–1998 which shows an unrealistic strong

low-level wind divergence pattern compared with

observations (Fig. 10a vs. Fig. 8a)

CTRL_ID1 Forced by climatological SST in the first epoch

1980–1998 but with imposed low-level wind

convergence (Fig. 10d) to obtain a more realistic

mean low-level wind convergence pattern

CTRL_ID2 Forced by climatological SST in the second epoch

1999–2010

SEN_ID1 The same as CTRL_ID1 together with anomalous

SST forcing in the CP as shown in Fig. 11a

SEN_ID2 The same as CTRL_ID2 together with anomalous

SST forcing in the CP as shown in Fig. 11a

Table 2 Cases of this new type of El Niño for different definitions

El Niño Modoki

(Ashok et al. 2007)

Warm Pool El Niño

(Kug et al. 2009)

CP-El Niño

(Yeh et al. 2009)

CP Warming

(Kim et al. 2009)

CP-El Niño

(McPhaden et al. 2011)

86, 90, 91, 92, 94, 02, 04, 09 90, 94, 02, 04, 09 90, 94, 01, 02, 04, 09 91, 94, 02, 04, 09 87, 94, 02, 04, 09
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propagates eastward rapidly, ending up with a prominent

warming in the equatorial eastern EP. Through Bjerknes

feedback (Bjerknes 1969), the EP SST warming rein-

forces anomalous convection and surface westerly

anomalies to the west, so that the convection and wes-

terly anomalies migrate eastward accordingly and further

feed back to the EP SST warming (Fig. 3a, b). After

boreal winter, the EP SST warming sustains for a longer

period than the CP SST warming. But this primarily owes

to its strong peak amplitude instead of a weak damping

rate in the EP. Actually the EP SST warming decays

earlier and more significantly than the CP SST warming

(Fig. 4a).

By contrast, for the robust CPW, initiation of the

deepening thermocline and SST warming occurs in the

region near the dateline (160�E–160�W) (Fig. 3d). Inter-

estingly, the corresponding anomalous surface zonal wind

stress is very weak during the onset stage. Although the

maximum warming and the deepest thermocline anomaly

areas expand toward the EP slowly, both of their maxima

never reach the EP, indicating a standing feature. In accord

with the quasi-stationary oceanic anomalies, the enhanced

convection and westerly anomalies are trapped in the

region west of 160�W without clear eastward propagations

(Fig. 3c). Compared with the EPW, this relatively west-

ward shifted anomalous convection and zonal wind stress

anomaly (about 20� of longitude) are also apparent for the

regression pattern with respect to the first leading mode

during two epochs (Fig. 2c, d). This comparison between

EPW and CPW is generally consistent with other studies

(Ashok et al. 2007; Kao and Yu 2009; Yu et al. 2010) and

coupled model results (Choi et al. 2011). After boreal

winter, the weak EP SST warming decays abruptly while

the CP SST warming persists until the next summer

(Fig. 3d). That is, the EP warms up slowly but decays

rapidly, resulting in an aborted warming in the EP. A

strengthening of easterly anomalies is observed in the EP

from March of the developing year to May of the decay

year for CPW, while no clear wind anomalies in the EP

during the developing phase but northeasterly anomalies

prevail in the decay phase for EPW (Fig. 4). Given the

wind pattern difference, it is plausible to infer that the

processes determining the rapid decay of the EP SST

warming are different. The rapid decay of EP SST warming

for CPW is likely related to enhanced latent heat flux,

anomalous zonal advection and vertical entrainment, while

Fig. 1 Longitude-time diagram of the equatorial (2�S–2�N) SSTA for 10 cases that are selected as CPW from previous studies (Table 2).

The years with red marks denote the robust CPW cases
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the decay of EPW is mainly due to less solar radiation

resulting from enhanced precipitation (Fig. 3a).

Examination of the equatorial SSTA tendency also helps

gain insight into the dynamics governing the different

evolution between EPW and CPW (Fig. 4). Two common

features for EPW and CPW are: (1) Strong SSTA tendency

occurs in both boreal spring and fall and it is relatively

weak in boreal summer; (2) The positive SSTA tendency

tends to initiate and develop from the CP, but the SST

warming prefers to decay from the EP to the CP. More

importantly, two strikingly different features are summa-

rized as, (1) the SST warming tendency for CPW is much

weaker than EPW during its onset/developing stages

together with weaker surface westerly anomalies; (2) in

boreal spring, the maximum SSTA tendency of the EPW

proceeds eastward and becomes most pronounced in the

EP, however, the positive SSTA tendency of the CPW only

exhibits a weak eastward extension. It accounts for the fact

that the EP SST warming has a relatively shorter devel-

oping period, weaker amplitude and less persistence for

CPW.

Boreal spring is one of the key seasons with rapid

intensification of El Niño together with distinct zonal

contrast of SSTA tendency between EPW and CPW

(Fig. 4). In the next section, we will focus on April–May,

during which both the SST warming anomalies for CPW

and EPW are residing in the CP (Fig. 5), providing an

opportunity to examine the dynamics leading to the dif-

ferent evolutions in the following months.

3.2 Contrast of CPW and EPW development in boreal

spring

The different behaviors of El Niño development during

boreal spring have profound impacts on the further

development. As seen in Fig. 3b and d, after boreal spring

SSTA associated with CPW continues growing over the

CP while SSTA associated with EPW moves eastward.

This implies that the SSTA tendency is very different

between CPW and EPW at that time. It is seen from

Fig. 4 that in April–May the maximum SSTA tendency

for EPW is located over EP while it is primarily located

in CP for CPW. What causes such a tendency contrast

while the warm SSTA for both cases appears in the

CP? Here we compare the spatial patterns of these two

types of El Niño in April–May (Fig. 5). Clearly, the

EPW-related precipitation and wind anomalies are zon-

ally in-phase with the underlying SSTA, whereas the

CPW-related precipitation and zonal zonal wind anomalies

shift to the west of the maximum SSTA center (Fig. 5a, c).

As a result, the CPW-related zonal wind stress anomaly

exhibits a rather zonal symmetric structure with westerly

anomalies in the WP and easterly anomalies in the EP

(Fig. 5c), so that the maximum thermocline anomaly is

Fig. 2 The leading EOF mode

of monthly mean SSTA in the

tropical Pacific domain during

a 1980–1998 and b 1999–2010.

The fractional variance that can

be explained by the EOF-1

mode is 61.2 %, 61.0 %,

respectively. c and d Linear

regression of precipitation

anomaly (contours in mm/day)

and surface zonal wind stress

anomaly (shading in dyn/cm2)

onto the time series of EOF-1

mode during these two epochs

as shown in e and f, respectively
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confined in the CP (Fig. 5d). This is in contrast with the

EPW case in which the zonally in-phase wind stress

anomaly leads to a maximum response of thermocline

depth anomaly in the EP (Fig. 5c). It is anticipated that

such distinctive thermocline depth anomaly responses

would result in distinctive SSTA tendency between the two

types of El Niño.

Li (1997) and Jin et al. (2006) suggested that three

feedbacks are mainly responsible for the ENSO develop-

ment, namely, the thermocline (TH) feedback (mean ver-

tical advection of anomalous vertical temperature

gradient), zonal advection (ZA) feedback (anomalous zonal

advection of mean zonal SST gradient) and Ekman

pumping (EK) feedback (anomalous vertical advection of

mean vertical SST gradient). The TH, ZA, EK feedbacks

can be expressed as �w DTe

Dz , �u DT
Dx, and �w DT

Dz , where w, u

and w represent the equatorial mean upwelling, anomalous

zonal current and vertical upwelling, respectively. Te and T

denote the subsurface temperature anomaly and climato-

logical upper ocean temperature, respectively. The deep-

ened thermocline can also drive an upper-ocean eastward

current as a geostrophic component (Su et al. 2010),

facilitating an eastward advection as well as a positive ZA

feedback. Meanwhile, the strong zonal current can also

induce a downwelling anomaly in the EP, which in turn

intensifies the local EK feedback.

Examination of the GODAS reanalysis data sets offers

evidence in explaining the contrasting SSTA tendency

between the EPW and CPW (Fig. 6). For the EPW, both

the TH feedback and the EK feedback are stronger in the

EP (120�W–80�W, 2�S–2�N) than the CP (170�W–130�W,

2�S–2�N) (Fig. 6a). Therefore, the occurrence of maximum

temperature tendency in the EP favors the eastward

migration of the coupled system in the EPW case. For the

CPW, however, all the three feedbacks are negative

(positive) in the EP (CP) (Fig. 6b). This explains why the

CPW exhibits a nearly standing feature (with no clear

eastward propagation). The difference of the three feed-

backs between the EPW and CPW is primarily attributed to

distinctive surface wind-SST zonal phase relationships as

illustrated in Fig. 5a, c.

Near the equator, the zonal gradient of thermocline

anomaly is approximately in Sverdrup balance with zonal

wind stress anomaly (Li 1997). Thus, the magnitude and

Fig. 3 Evolution of the

composite EPW (1982, 1997,

upper panel), and CPW (2002,

2004, 2009, lower panel)
averaged between 2�S and 2�N.

a and c show the anomalous

zonal wind stress (shaded in

dyn/cm2) and precipitation

(contours in mm/day). b and

d display the SSTA (shaded in

�C) and SSH anomaly (contours

in cm). Note that zonal wind

stress anomaly and SSTA use

different color scale for EPW

and CPW
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location of the thermocline depth anomaly rely greatly on

the zonal surface wind anomaly, and the maximum ther-

mocline anomaly mostly appears in the region where the

surface wind changes from westerly to easterly anomalies.

This is indeed the case as one can see from Fig. 3 that the

positive surface wind anomalies are always located to the

west of maximum thermocline depth anomalies. Therefore,

revealing what causes the distinctive SST-precipitation-

zonal wind phase relations during the period when both the

SST warming anomalies are located in the CP holds a key

for understanding the physical mechanisms of the forma-

tion of CPW and EPW.

Fig. 4 Equatorial (2�S–2�N)

SSTA tendency (shading in

�C/month) and wind stress

anomaly (vectors in dyn/cm2,

5�S–5�N) for the composite

a EPW and b CPW

Fig. 5 Contrast of the spatial

pattern of composite SSTA

(contours in �C), wind stress

(vectors shown only when its

absolute value greater than 0.05

dyn/cm2) and precipitation

anomaly (shading in mm/day)

during the onset stage (April–

May) for a EPW c CPW. The

right panels b and d are the

corresponding SSH anomaly

(shading in cm) and SSTA

tendency (contour in �C/month)
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4 A new paradigm for the dominance of standing CPW

Variation of the ocean–atmosphere mean state has pro-

found impacts on ENSO behaviors (e.g., Wang 1995; Li

and Hogan, 1999; Fedorov and Philander 2000; An and

Wang 2000). Particularly, Choi et al. (2011) emphasized

the role of the decadal mean state in modulating an El

Niño’s flavor, and found that CPW tends to occur more

frequently when the zonal mean SST gradient is stronger

over the tropical Pacific. Hence, investigation of mean state

change may be instrumental in clarifying the basic mech-

anism for the predominance of the standing CPW since the

late 1990s.

4.1 Observed decadal mean state change

Figure 7 portrays the mean state differences between

these two epochs (1999–2010 minus 1980–1998). The

SST change exhibits a La Niña-like pattern characterized

by SST cooling in the equatorial CP and subtropical EP,

and SST warming in other regions of the Pacific domain

(Fig. 7a). The associated mean precipitation is substan-

tially suppressed in the equatorial Pacific particularly

near the dateline, and the mean precipitation is reduced

by about 27 % in the CP (170�E–130�W, 5�S–5�N)

(Fig. 7b). Consistently, enhanced trades and more

strongly east–west tilted thermocline appear in the second

epoch (Fig. 7c).

Previous studies suggested that anomalous convection to

a great degree depends on mean SST distribution and mean

low level wind convergence (e.g., Zebiak 1986; Zebiak and

Cane 1987). Mean SST cooling leads to less sensitivity of

anomalous convection to SSTA (Eq. 1). This is well sup-

ported by investigating current climate models. The

majority of current climate models have the problem of

excessive cold tongue extension, and this equatorial cold

SST bias displaces the anomalous convection toward the

west (Ham and Kug 2011; Xiang et al. 2011). This resul-

tant westward shift of convective anomaly severely limits

the ability of coupled models in successfully simulating

two types of El Niño (Ham and Kug 2011).

The deep convective heating is also strongly coupled to

the low-level moisture convergence. The condensation-

induced convective heating tends to result in lower surface

pressure as well as more convergence, which then feeds

CP (170W-130W) EP (120W-80W)
-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

°C
/m

on
th

(a) EPW

CP (170W-130W) EP (120W-80W)

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

°C
/m

on
th

(b) CPW

TH ZA EK Sum TH ZA EK Sum

TH ZA EK Sum TH ZA EK Sum

Fig. 6 A composite budget analysis of the contributions of various

processes to the mixed layer temperature tendency averaged over the

CP (170�W–130�W, 2�S–2�N) and EP (120�W–80�W, 2�S–2�N) for

a EPW and b CPW during April–May. The open white bars in each

panel represent the thermocline (TH) feedback, zonal advection (ZA)

feedback and Ekman pumping (EK) feedback, respectively. The

closed black bars denote the sum of the above three terms. The mixed

layer depth used here is 40 m for CP and 10 m for EP

Fig. 7 Epochal differences (1999–2010 minus 1980–1998) of a SST

(�C), b precipitation (mm/day), c SSH (shading in cm) and surface

wind stress (vectors shown only when its absolute value greater than

0.05 dyn/cm2)
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back to enhance the convective heating. This is similar to

the CISK (conditional instability of the second kind)

mechanism. Therefore, this La Niña-like SST change is

also able to alter the anomalous convection via changing

mean low-level convergence. According to the assump-

tion in the ZC atmospheric model, the development of

low-level convergence-related heating requires a conver-

gence for the sum of the anomalous and climatological

fields. As shown in Fig. 8, the mean low-level (1,000 hPa)

convergence is approximately zero in the CP during the

first period, while it becomes prominently divergent in the

second epoch. We hypothesize that the mean low-level

divergence together with subsidence may inhibit the

development of anomalous deep convection over the

region east of international dateline, causing the nearly

stationary convection and low-level wind anomalies con-

fined to the WP.

4.2 Effect of the mean state on anomalous convection

response: numerical experiments

In this section, we use two numerical models to verify the

abovementioned hypothesis and demonstrate the impor-

tance of the mean low-level convergence in determining

the location of anomalous convection.

As mentioned above, both SST change and low-level

convergence can influence the development of the anom-

alous convection. However, the magnitude of epochal

difference of SST in the EP can only reach -0.3 �C and the

mean SST change in the CP is nearly negligible (Fig. 7a).

It gives a clue that the direct impact from mean SST

change may not be essential in driving the convection

difference between CPW and EPW. Hence, the low-level

convergence change is the likely cause to determine the

westward shift of anomalous convection in the second

epoch associated with ENSO.

The above argument is confirmed by the modeling results

from the ZC atmospheric model. The first two experiments

use the same low-level convergence in the first epoch but

SST in two epochs (Fig. 9a, b), and little difference is seen

between these two experiments (Fig. 9d). When we use the

same SST but different low-level convergence, the resultant

surface wind anomalies indeed differ greatly with relative

weak westerly anomalies during the second epoch, which

tends to generate anomalous reduced convergence in the CP

(Fig. 9e). These experiments provide indirect evidence that

the anomalous convection prefers to take place in the WP

during the second epoch. However, the SST-generated

heating in this model is to some extent unrealistic as it is

collocated with the prescribed SSTA pattern, so that the

westward confinement of heating relative to the SST

warming cannot be captured. Moreover, based on the

assumption in this model, the heating will remain the same

if the mean low-level wind is convergent (Eq. 3), inde-

pendent of the value of mean low-level convergence. In

reality, however, the stronger low-level mean convergence

tends to rapidly and effectively transfer the low-level

moisture perturbation to the mid-troposphere and generate

much stronger mid-tropospheric heating.

To get a more realistic precipitation and heating pattern,

we then use the ECHAM (v4.6) atmospheric model with

more complete physics to testify the tight relationship

between anomalous convection and mean low-level con-

vergence. First, we perform two experiments (CTRL_I-

D1_old and CTRL_ID2) with prescribed climatological

SST during two epochs, i.e., 1980–1998 and 1999–2010

(Table 1), but they both produce strong divergence in the

equatorial CP and thus fail to reproduce the observational

low-level convergence difference between the two epochs

(Fig. 10a, b). Therefore, the resultant anomalous precipi-

tation does not exhibit clear zonal displacement with

Fig. 8 Mean low-level (1,000 hPa) wind convergence (910-7 s-1)

during a 1980–1998, b 1999–2010, and c their difference (b–a).

Positive means convergence and negative means divergence
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respect to the same CP SST warming perturbation under

the two epochal SST climatologies (not shown).

To reduce mean divergence near the CP, we modify the

ECHAM model by imposing a strong nudging to the wind

tendency equation, and the nudging is confined to the

lowest 4 sigma levels (16 B n B 19) roughly from the

850 hPa to 1,000 hPa. The nudging term is obtained by

running an experiment with the wind nudging as

d�u

dt
nudging ¼ ½ð�uc þ C0d�uÞ � �u�=8640 ð4Þ

where �uc is the climatological wind in the control run with

climatological SST forcing, d�u is the observed 1,000 hPa

wind difference between 1980–1998 and 1999–2010, and �u

is the model simulated wind in each step. C0 is the coef-

ficient of the wind nudging to allow the imposed wind

convergence decrease with the height. Here we use C0 = 1

when n = 19 (the lowest level); C0 = 0.8 when n = 18;

C0 = 0.5 when n = 17; C0 = 0.2 when n = 16; and

C0 = 0 when n \ 16. We then output this nudging term

and add the corresponding climatological nudging term

directly to the modified ECHAM model run (CTRL_ID1)

in the tropical Pacific east of 180� (Fig. 10d). To make the

results more evident in the following sensitivity experi-

ments, the nudging term is amplified so that the simulated

epochal difference of the low-level convergence is about

twice than the observed (Fig. 10f vs. Fig. 8c). Taking these

two experiments (CTRL_ID1 and CTRL_ID2) as the

control runs, we add the SST warming in the CP for the

sensitivity experiments (SEN_ID1 and SEN_ID2)

(Table 1).

For a specified SSTA in CP (Fig. 11a), the ECHAM

experiment results show that the precipitation and

1,000 hPa zonal wind response tend to shift westward

under the later epochal mean state (SEN_ID2—

CTRL_ID2), compared to that under the earlier epochal

mean state (SEN_ID1—CTRL_ID1). Interestingly, stron-

ger easterly wind anomalies are seen in the EP with a

similar mean state in the second epoch (SEN_ID2-

CTRL_ID2) (Fig. 11c). The simulated precipitation and

zonal wind phase shift are consistent with those observed,

implying that the mean state difference is indeed respon-

sible for the decadal change of the interannual SST-pre-

cipitation-zonal wind phase relation. Thus, the weaker

mean SST gradient and relatively stronger low-level con-

vergence in CP during the earlier period favor the in-phase

anomalous SST-convection relations and thus eastward

propagation of the convectively coupled system that

eventually form the EPW episode. The stronger mean SST

gradient and associated relatively stronger low-level mean

divergence in CP during the later period, on the other hand,

promotes a westward phase shift of the anomalous

Fig. 9 Atmospheric wind

(vectors) response to a

prescribed CP SST warming

(contours) by using the ZC

atmospheric model, with

a climatological SST during

1980–1998 and low-level

convergence during 1980–1998,

b climatological SST during

1999–2010 and low-level

convergence during 1980–1998,

c climatological SST during

1980–1998 and low-level

convergence during 1999–2010.

d is the difference between

b and a, and e is the difference

between c and a. The shading
denotes the wind convergence

(910-7 s-1)
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convection, which eventually leads to the development of a

CPW.

4.3 Is the epochal mean state change due

to the asymmetry of ENSO events?

Considering the short studied period, the mean state change

may be partially attributed to the asymmetry of extreme

ENSO events (Ashok et al. 2007; Kug et al. 2009;

McPhaden et al. 2011). To examine this possibility, we first

remove the two extreme El Niño events (1982–1983,

1997–1998), and this La Niña-like mean state change stays

robust (Fig. 12a). Further, extreme La Niña events in the

second epoch could be another candidate to result in a

similar mean state change. Here we adopt 2001-2005 as the

second epoch during which there are two El Niño events

but without La Niña, the epochal SST difference still

exhibits pronounced east–west SST gradient in the equa-

torial Pacific (Fig. 12b). More importantly, the reduced

low-level convergence is apparent for the above two

tests (Fig. 12a, b). Actually the low-level convergence

in the CP depicts clear decadal shift variability at around

1999 (Fig. 12d), which is dynamically consistent with

the enhanced zonal SST gradient between the EP

(160�W–120�W, 10�S–10�N) and the WP (120�E–180�,

10�S–10�N) (Fig. 12c). In view of these results, we con-

sider this mean state change to be mainly a reflection of the

decadal variability rather than due to the asymmetry of

ENSO events.

5 Summary and discussion

After the late 1990s, El Niño events have been observed to

occur preferably in the CP with a standing character. We

describe this type of El Niño as standing CPW. We offer a

new mechanism by ascribing this El Niño property change

to a recent mean state characterized by a grand La Niña-

like pattern, and more CPW events are anticipated in the

coming decades if the La Niña-like pattern persists.

We summarize the major finding into a schematic dia-

gram as shown in Fig. 13. After the late 1990s, this decadal

change of the mean state largely suppresses the low-level

convergence feedback so that the surface westerly wind

anomalies are weakened and shift to the west. At the onset

phase (boreal spring), mean low-level divergence in the

second epoch tends to shift the anomalous convection and

zonal wind response westward, leading to a weak SSTA

tendency that is zonally in-phase with the underlying SSTA

warming (Fig. 13b). Accompanying the westward-shifted

westerly anomalies in the WP are easterly anomalies in the

EP (Fig. 13b). This wind pattern readily explains the weak

TH, ZA and EK feedbacks in the EP than the CP during

boreal spring. In the following summer and autumn, this

Fig. 10 Low-level (1,000 hPa)

wind convergence (910-7 s-1)

in the ECHAM model with

prescribed climatological SST

during, a 1980–1998

(CTRL_ID1_old), b 1999–2010

(CTRL_ID2). d is the lowest-

level (*1,000 hPa) wind

nudging pattern (91/8640,

vectors) and the associated

convergence pattern (910-7).

e is the same with a but with

imposed mean low-level wind

convergence in the lowest 4

levels (CTRL_ID1). c and f are

the differences of b–a and

b–e, respectively
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mean state change also displaces the anomalous convection

and zonal wind stress anomalies westward to the vicinity of

the dateline, facilitating the SSTA to appear in the CP

rather than the EP. This differs markedly from the earlier

decadal period in which the in-phase convection-SST

relation promotes an eastward shift of maximum SSTA

tendency due to the integration of the TH and EK feed-

backs (Fig. 13a).

Due to less reliable observations, it is difficult to extend

the current study to the historical dataset, while this

mechanism is confirmed by coupled model results indi-

cating that the CPW prefers to occur in the state with the

enhanced mean zonal gradient (La Niña-like pattern), and

vice versa (Choi et al. 2011). Choi et al. (2011) emphasized

the contributions of ZA feedback associated with enhanced

mean SST gradient and air-sea coupling strength in the

WP. However, here we underline the role of the suppressed

low-level convergence feedback and its strong confinement

effect of anomalous convection in the WP. We also agree

with Choi et al. (2011) that the possible contribution from

global warming cannot be ruled out since it may induce a

large CP thermocline uplifting in the future, while the

thermocline change is relatively weak in the CP over the

recent decades (Fig. 7c).

The westward shift of the convectively coupled system

may also directly influence the periodicity of ENSO. The

dominant period of the standing CPW during 1999–2010

(1–3 years) is shorter than that of the EPW episodes during

1980–1998 (3–5 years) (Fig. 2e, f). Based on the

‘‘delayed’’ oscillator mechanism (e.g., Suarez and Schopf

1988; Cane et al. 1990), the ENSO period mainly relies on

Fig. 11 a Prescribed SST warming forcing in the ECHAM model.

b Anomalous equatorial (5�S–5�N) precipitation (mm/day) response

by using the climatological SST during 1999–2010 (red, SEN_ID2—

CTRL_ID2), and climatological SST during 1980–1998 with imposed

mean low-level wind convergence (black, SEN_ID1—CTRL_ID1).

c is the same as b but for 1,000 hPa zonal wind anomaly (m/s).

Atmospheric precipitation and surface wind are averaged in April–

October during which El Niño undergoes intense development

Fig. 12 a Epochal SST

(contours) and low-level

(1,000 hPa) convergence

differences without the two

strongest EPW (1982–1983 and

1997–1998), b The same as a

but for epochal difference

between 2001–2005 (during

which there are no La Niña

events) and 1980–1998, c The

East–West SSTA gradient

between the EP (160�W–

120�W, 10�S–10�N) and the

WP (120�E–180�,10�S–10�N).

d The CP (170�E–120�W,

2�S–2�N) low-level (1,000 hPa)

convergence anomaly. Both the

zonal SST gradient and

low-level convergence exhibit a

strong decadal shift at around

1999 as shown by the red
dashed lines
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the time of westward propagating Rossby waves. As seen

in Fig. 5 of Cane et al. (1990), the westward shifted zonal

wind anomaly shortens the distance for the westward

propagation of Rossby waves, which shortens the delay and

hence shortens the period (An and Wang 2000). Although a

longer period will be required for firmer empirical valida-

tion, this mechanism is a plausible explanation to the rel-

atively short periodicity of the standing CPW in the recent

decade.

Since the La Niña-like mean state change plays an

important role in driving the El Niño behavior change in

the recent decade, the question arises as to whether this La

Niña-like decadal pattern is driven by external anthropo-

genic forcing or internal natural variability. Previous

studies have proposed several different possibilities

(Kucharski et al. 2011; Park et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2011).

Park et al. (2012) pointed out that it could be triggered by

global warming and maintained by the interaction with the

North Pacific atmospheric variability. Kucharski et al.

(2011) suggested that this La Niña-like pattern can be

remotely forced by the basin wide warming in the Atlantic

Ocean via changing the Walker circulation, while the

Atlantic warming can be a consequence of either anthro-

pogenic forcing or natural multi-decadal variability.

Wang et al. (2011) suggested that this La Niña-like pattern

can be a manifestation of internal multi-decadal variability.

This argument can be supported by two evidences. Firstly,

the majority of climate model experiments suggest that

increasing greenhouse gas forcing leads to an El Niño-like

global warming together with a weakening Walker circu-

lation (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007). Secondly, analysis of

observed SST for the second half of the 20th century,

during which major global warming took place and

observations from different independent SST datasets are

relatively reliable, yields a consistent El Niño-like global

warming (not shown). Here we prefer to regard this

epochal mean state change mainly as a natural decadal

variability, which is also partially supported by the current

climate model that can simulate these two types of Niño

without anthropogenic forcing (Yeh et al. 2011). However,

more investigation is required to explore the physical

mechanism leading to this La Niña-like pattern.
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